
Little Giants and Octoplus
Washing, drying and ironing
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WashPlus, DryPlus and FinishPlus 
represent perfectly synchronised laundry 
machines, which fulfil the demands of the 
most diverse operators with the utmost 
in quality, flexibility, product utility and 
responsibility.

A strong brand.

A capacity that defines its size.

A system that provides gentle laundry 
care.

A performance that offers more.

A sustainable, cost-effective 
performance.

A process that adapts to all situations.

A simple, user-friendly solution.

A concept that leaves a lasting 
impression.

The Miele added value
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Versatile choice of programmes and capacities
for a wide range of applications

OctOplus series

On the OctOplus range, all  
the programme options from 
the PrOFiLine and  
PrOFessiOnaL series come 
as standard. The washing  
machines has 72 standard and  
special-purpose programmes.  
The dryer, offering 42  
programmes, meets even the  
most exacting requirements for  
perfect laundry finish.

see page 8

The ProfiLine, Professional  
and Octoplus ranges are ideal  
for thorough and effective  
laundry care for the following  
target groups: 

• residential care homes
• nursing homes
• Hairdressers
• Beauty salons
• Sport clubs
• schools
• Conference centres
• Hotels and restaurants
• Housing associations
• student accommondation
• Dry cleaners
• Fitness studios
• Holiday homes
• Households with large  

quantities of laundry

prOfiline series
The prOfiline series 
represent a range of entry-line 
products for the commercial  
laundry care market.

See page 4

prOfessiOnAl series

Offering a large selection of  
special and add-on  
programmes, the  
prOfessiOnAl series meets  
the most demanding  
requirements in commercial  
laundry care applications.

see page 6
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Little Giants washer-extractors and tumble dryers,
load capacity 6.5 kg,
ProfiLine controls

pW 5062 washer-extractor
• Load capacity 6.5 kg
• Controls ProfiLine B Plus
• Honeycomb drum, 59 l capacity
• Spin speed 1400 rpm
• g factor 526, residual moisture 49%

casing
• White with stainless steel lid

pt 5135 c tumble dryer
• Condenser dryer
• Load capacity 6.5 kg
• ProfiLine L controls
• Honeycomb drum, 130 l capacity

pt 5136 tumble dryer
• Vented dryer
• Load capacity 6.5 kg
• ProfiLine L controls
• Honeycomb drum, 130 l capacity

casing
• White with stainless steel lid

interfaces and connection options
• Optical interface for service diagnosis and programme updates
• 7-pole interface for payment systems
• 4 dispensing signals with container empty input signal
• rs 232 communication slot and interface module optional

        *

*In the PT 5136 tumble dryer

Illustration shows PW 5062 with PT 5135 C
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neW with the Little Giants:
60% energy saving with the PT 5137 WP  
heat-pump tumble dryer
 

A sustainable, cost-effective 
performance.

Heat-pump
the technology of the future
Like all Miele Professional tumble dryers, 
the Miele Professional heat-pump tumble 
dryer offers many valuable benefits. Besides  
especially gentle laundry drying, the heat 
for the PT 5137 WP is generated by a 
heat-pump, which brings the dry air to the 
required temperature level.
The dryer handles energy so sparingly 
that energy savings of approx. 60% can be 
achieved in comparison to a conventional 
condenser dryer. For example, the 'Normal 
dry' programme uses just 1.55 kWh of 
energy per drying cycle – for active 
environmental protection. Thanks to the 
especially high-performance heat-pump 
and the intelligent drying process, it takes 
just a short amount of time to perfectly dry 
even large quantities of laundry.

A system that provides gentle laundry 
care.

Optimal care
The patented Miele honeycomb drum, the 
Sensitive system and the new SoftLift ribs 
all ensure that the laundry is perfectly cared 
for during the drying process. In addition, 
the low temperatures used during the drying 
process in the heat-pump tumble dryer 
mean that even sensitive textiles are dried in 
an especially gentle manner.

An effective and environmentally 
friendly principle
The heat-pump tumble dryer functions 
using 2 closed cycles: the process air cycle 
and the refrigerant cycle. The process air 
is heated up and absorbs the moisture 
contained in the textiles➀➁ The condenser 
➂ condenses the water contained in the 
air. The condensate is pumped out and the 
residual heat is used to supply the second 
closed cycle – the refrigerant cycle – with 
energy via a liquefier ➃➄. The air which 
has been warmed in this manner is then 
directed back into the drum by the process 
air fan, and the air cycle begins anew.

pt 5137 Wp heat-pump tumble dryer
• Heat-pump tumble dryer system
• Load capacity 6.5 kg
• ProfiLine L controls
• Honeycomb drum, 130 l capacity
• Up to 60% energy saving, 1.55 kWh 

energy consumption

casing
• White with stainless steel lid
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Little Giants washer-extractors and tumble dryers,
load capacity 5.5 - 6.5 kg,
Profitronic L Vario controls

pW 6055 washer-extractor
• Load capacity 5.5 kg
• Profitronic L controls
• Honeycomb drum, 54 l capacity
• Spin speed 1400 rpm
• g factor 526, residual moisture 49%

casing
• White with stainless steel lid

pW 6065 Vario washer-extractor
• Load capacity 6.5 kg
• Profitronic L Vario controls
• Honeycomb drum, 59 l capacity
• Spin speed 1400 rpm
• Direct-access keys
• g factor 526, residual moisture 49%

casing
• White or stainless steel

pt 7135 c Vario tumble dryer
• Condenser dryer
• Load capacity 6.5 kg
• Profitronic L Vario controls
• Honeycomb drum, 130 l capacity
• Direct-access keys

pt 7136 Vario tumble dryer
• Vented dryer
• Load capacity 6.5 kg
• Profitronic L Vario controls
• Honeycomb drum, 130 l capacity
• Direct-access keys

casing
• White or stainless steel

interfaces and connection options
• Optical interface for service diagnosis and programme updates
• 7-pole interface for payment systems
• 6 dispensing signals with container empty input signal

Detailed product information including technical data can be found  
in the Little Giants Brochure

        *

*In the PT 7136 Vario tumble dryer

Illustration shows PW 6065 Vario with PT 7135 C Vario
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Washer-extractors and tumble dryers,  
load capacity 5.5 - 10 kg:
Profitronic L Vario controls

A process that adapts to all situations.

individual display design
PrOFiTrOniC L Vario controls facilitate 
customised programme selection on both 
washer-extractors and tumble dryers, 
allowing machines to adapt flexibly to 
commercial users’ needs.

Modes of operation
Washer-extractors and tumble dryers  
Little Giants 5.5 – 6.5 kg
Octoplus 8 – 10 kg

Programme selection concept: Direct-access buttons and more
Illustration shows Profitronic L Vario controls
from the Octoplus range

Programme selection concept: standard

Programme selection concept: Direct-access buttons

programme selection concept: standard
in ‘standard’ mode, the operator has 
access to all programmes from the selected 
target group programme packages. Four 
programmes can be saved to the direct-
access keys for quick selection. Other 
programmes can be accessed by selecting 
‘Further programmes’. The option of 
modifying programmes and programme 
parameters, e.g. temperatures, spin speeds, 
pre-wash, etc., to suit individual needs 
makes this control set particularly flexible. 
Thus specific requirements can be fulfilled 
to achieve perfect laundry care.

programme selection concept:  
Direct-access buttons
This set of controls represents the simplest 
of user interfaces. Of all the programmes 
available, 4 are selected and saved. No 
further changes are possible on the part of 
the user.
The operator can, of course, reassign new 
programmes to pushbuttons at any time. 
This approach offers maximum safety and 
eliminates human error.

programme selection concept:  
Direct-access buttons and more
in this mode, the laundry operator selects 
12 programmes to be made available to 
users. The first 3 programmes are visible 
in the display and can be selected using 
direct-access buttons 1-3. The fourth 
button calls up a list containing 9 further 
programmes. This type of interface ideally 
combines safe and simple selection with 
access to a broader range of programmes. 

in addition to the ‘standard’ and ‘Direct 
access’ user interfaces on washer-
extractors, PROFITRONIC L Vario controls 
on tumble dryers offer 2 additional 
programme selection concepts for operation 
via payment systems.
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Octoplus washer-extractors and tumble dryers,
load capacity 8 kg,
Profitronic L Vario controls

pW 6080 Vario washer-extractor
• Load capacity 8 kg
• Profitronic L Vario controls
• Honeycomb drum, 80 l capacity
• Spin speed 1300 rpm
• Direct-access keys
• g factor 520, residual moisture 49%
• Operating mode: electric

casing
• Octoblue or stainless steel with Octoblue 

side panels

pt 7186 Vario tumble dryer
• Vented dryer
• Load capacity 8 kg
• Profitronic L Vario controls
• Honeycomb drum, 180 l capacity
• Direct-access keys
• Operating mode: electric or gas

casing
• Octoblue or stainless steel with Octoblue 

side panels

interfaces and connection options
• Optical interface for service diagnosis and programme updates
• 7-pole interface for payment systems
• 6 dispensing signals with container empty input signal
• rs 232 interface module for communication slot optional

Detailed product information including technical data can be found  
in the Octoplus brochure
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A strong brand.A performance that offers more. A sustainable, cost-effective 
performance.

Size and performance
Perfect cleaning results and efficient 
solutions can only be achieved by utilising 
optimally coordinated process technology.

• Both the 80-litre washer-extractor drum 
and the 180-litre dryer drum offer ample 
space for an 8 kg load, as well as the right 
conditions for thorough, gentle and fast 
laundry care.

• A 1300 rpm final spin achieves a residual 
moisture content of only 49%

• 3 high-performance heater elements allow 
the suds to be heated up quickly and 
enable short programme running times

• With a heat output of 8 kWh, the dryer is 
the perfect supplement for fast laundry 
care.

electricity or gas
It is more economical and better for 
the environment to use gas rather than 
electricity. With the high costs for electricity 
in comparison to gas, there is a great 
opportunity for savings in energy costs. The 
increased outlay for a gas-heated Miele 
tumble dryer is capitalised within a very 
short period of time.

There are also significant ecological 
benefits. Natural gas burns virtually particle-
free, emitting far less CO2. Compared with 
an electrically heated machine, carbon 
dioxide emissions are reduced by up to 
50%. As natural gas is a prime source of 
energy, there are no conversion losses.

Uncompromising quality, continuous product 
innovations, individual solutions, a wide 
range of services, and the proverbial long 
life-span stand for the Miele brand.

• High self-build content on all products
• Wide range of services including pre-

sales advice, planning, training, economic 
feasibility studies, financing through to 
after-sales service

• Extensive quality tests
• Quality Made by Miele

The PW 6080 washer-extractors and the PT 7186 tumble dryers are available in 2 finishes:
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Octoplus washer-dryer stack and the dryer-dryer stack,  
load capacity 2 x 8 kg in the smallest space,
Profitronic L Vario controls

Octoplus washer-dryer stack
pWt 6089 Vario Washer-extractor 
• 8 kg load capacity
• Profitronic L Vario controls
• Honeycomb drum, 80 l capacity
• Spin speed 1300 rpm
• Direct-access keys
• g factor 520, residual moisture 49%
• Operating mode: electric
• Drainage: Drain pump

stacked with
pt 7189 tumble dryer
• Vented dryer
• Load capacity 8 kg
• Profitronic L Vario controls
• Honeycomb drum, 180 l capacity
• Direct-access keys
• Operating mode: electric

casing for washer-dryer stack
• Octoblue or stainless steel

Octoplus dryer-dryer stack
ptt 7189 Vario tumble dryer
• Vented dryer
• Load capacity 8 kg per dryer
• Profitronic L Vario controls
• Honeycomb drum, 180 l capacity per dryer
• Direct-access keys
• Operating mode: electric

stacked with
pt 7189 tumble dryer
• Vented dryer
• Load capacity 8 kg
• Profitronic L Vario controls
• Honeycomb drum, 180 l capacity
• Direct-access keys
• Operating mode: electric

casing for dryer-dryer stack
• Octoblue

nOte
tower units are ordered and supplied as separate upper  
and lower components for on-site assembly.
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A performance that offers more.A simple, user-friendly solution.A concept that leaves a lasting 
impression.

the space-saving solution
Placing washing machines adjacent to 
tumble dryers poses a problem wherever 
space is limited or niches are extremely 
small in size. Here, with the new washer-
dryer and dryer-dryer stacks from the 
Octoplus generation, Miele Professional is 
providing the ideal solution for approx. ½ m² 
of space.
a further advantage lies in the small 
dimensions of the 'compact laundry',  
which measures just 1920 mm in height,  
692 mm in width and 763 mm in depth. 
These dimensions also mean that the 
appliances can be easily manoeuvred 
through narrow entrances.

professional features
From short programme running times to 
flexible modes of operation, a high spin 
efficiency, a large range of programmes and 
connection options for metering pumps/
payment systems, to large surface filters in 
the dryer; when it comes to performance 
and efficiency, a stack is in no way inferior 
to individual appliances. Furthermore, the 
washing machines in the stack are fitted 
with a drain pump for a flexible installation.

everything in view
in order to make operation of the washer-
dryer and dryer-dryer stacks as comfortable 
as possible, the control elements are 
located in the centre. This means that they 
can be easily reached, and they provide the 
operator with the best possible view of the 
display information.
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Octoplus washing machine, load capacity 10 kg
SlimLine tumble dryer, load capacity 12 - 15 kg
Profitronic controls

pW 5105 Vario washer-extractor
• Load capacity 10 kg
• Profitronic L Vario controls
• Honeycomb drum, 100 l capacity
• Spin speed 1100 rpm
• Direct-access keys
• g factor 370, residual moisture 51%
• Operating mode: electric

casing
• Octoblue

interfaces and connection options
• Optical interface for service diagnosis and 

programme updates
• 7-pole interface for payment systems
• 6 dispensing signals with container empty 

input signal
• rs 232 interface module for 

communication slot optional

pt 8303 slimline tumble dryer
• Vented dryer
• Load capacity 12 – 15 kg
• Profitronic B Plus controls, residual-moisture-

controlled with 12 programmes
• Patented 'Perfect Dry' residual moisture system
• Galvanised drum, drum volume 300 l
• Operating mode: electric or gas

casing
• Octoblue front with Octoblue side panels 

or
• Octoblue front with galvanised panels  

(ideal for side-by-side installations)

Detailed information about PT 8303 as well as 
other SlimLine tumble dryers can be found in the 
brochure 'SlimLine – The new slim dryers from 
Miele'.
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A capacity that defines its size.A sustainable, cost-effective 
performance.

A concept that leaves a lasting 
impression.

PW 5105 Vario washer-extractor
The best performance with maximal economy

economical and environmental aspects
These new washer-extractors now take 
cost-efficiency and environmental concerns 
one step further.
• Up to 73% lower energy consumption*
• Up to 56% lower water consumption*

Water and detergent can only work to their 
full capabilities when there is sufficient 
space for the laundry.
• 100-litre drum volume for 10 kg laundry
• Reliable washing results
• Fewer textiles required due to quick 

renewed availability of the laundry
• Large drum opening for simple loading 

and unloading

With their compact dimensions, the  
PW 5105 washer-extractor and the PT 8303 
SlimLine tumble dryer can be combined to 
form a perfect duo. The slim construction 
opens up whole new possibilities, especially 
in cases where the appliances are to be 
installed in locations with limited space.
• slimline range for the perfect integration in 

confined spaces
• 100-litre drum volume in the smallest 

space
• ergonomic product design for the ultimate 

in user convenience

*  Comparison of Miele WS 5100 washer-extractor with Miele 
PW 5105 washer-extractor when using the Cottons 60°C 
programme, hot water connection

Water consumption/Wash cycle energy consumption/Wash cycle
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Optimum laundry finish
Miele flatwork ironers are just the job for a 
perfect finish. Perfectly laundered textiles 
create a good impression, especially in 
cases where there is a high demand for a 
well-kept appearance.

Miele entry-line class
• Flush installation against a wall, infeed and 

outfeed from front
• single-person operation
• space-saving fold-away feature on  

HM 16-80

powerful
• Laundry throughput max. 23 kg/h
• Initial residual moisture max. 25%
• Minimum aluminium trough heat-up time

Wide range of applications
• simple ironing of serviettes, tea towels, 

table and bed linen, leisure and outer wear

Perfect ironing finish
• Temperatures adaptable to textiles
• High, uniform contact pressure
• Selectable roller speed
• supple steel-wool padding
• Steaming function on HM 16-80

excellent user convenience
• ironing in seated position without having to 

use excessive force
• Clear, concise controls
• Treadle switch
• Easy to transport thanks to 4 castors  

(not including HM 21-100 / HM 21-140)
• Infeed board simplifies introduction of 

items
• Airing bar allows items to cool down 

without creasing

Miele quality
• Temperature-resistant araMiD needle felt 

ironing cloth
• Roller bearings at both ends and two 

pedestals (not on HM 16-80)

safety
• Automatic finger guard
• emergency release

ironing with steam
HM 16-80 rotary ironer
• Water tank with 0.83 l capacity
• Two-tank system for rapid provision of 

steam
• LeD tank-empty indicator 

Miele flatwork ironers
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HM 16-80 rotary ironer
• Roller diameter 160 mm
• Roller length 830 mm
• Throughput at 20% residual moisture  

max. 13 kg/h*
• steam function
• Fold-away unit

HM 16-83 rotary ironer
• Roller diameter 160 mm
• Roller length 830 mm
• Throughput at 20% residual moisture  

max. 15 kg/h*
• Roller bearings on both sides

HM 21-100 flatwork ironer
• Roller diameter 210 mm
• Roller length 1002 mm
• Throughput at 25% residual moisture 

max. 14 kg/h*
• Throughput at 15% residual moisture  

max. 23 kg/h*

HM 21-140 flatwork ironer
• Roller diameter 210 mm
• Roller length 1395 mm
• Throughput at 25% residual moisture  

max. 27 kg/h*
• Connection for payment system

*Throughput according to DIN 11 902
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Dubai 
Tel. +971 4 3418444 
Telefax +971 4 3418852

Usa 
Miele, Inc. 
9 Independence Way 
Princeton, NJ 08540 
Tel. 001-800/843 72 31 
Telefax 001-609/419 42 41

OTHer COUnTries: 
sales international 
Miele & Cie. KG 
Carl-Miele-Straße 29 
33332 Gütersloh 
Tel. +49(0)52 41-89 15 07 
Telefax +49(0)52 41-89 15 00

Miele worldwide:




